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Laser-Induced Fluorescence Velocity Measurements of a Low
Power Cylindrical Hall Thruster
Natalia A. MacDonald and Mark A. Cappelli
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William A. Hargus, Jr.
Spacecraft Propulsion Branch
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This work presents a preliminary survey of the axial velocities within the acceleration
channel and axial, radial and azimuthal velocities in the plume of a Princeton University
low power cylindrical Hall thruster. Xenon ion velocities for the thruster are derived from
laser-induced fluorescence measurements of the 5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2 xenon ion excited state
transition. Three operating conditions are considered with variations to the magnetic
field strength and chamber background pressure in an effort to capture their effects on
ion acceleration and centerline ion energy distributions. Under nominal conditions, xenon
ions are accelerated to an energy of 25 eV within the thruster with an additional 188 eV
gain in the thruster plume. At a position 40 mm into the plume, this constitutes an
energy of 213 eV at an applied potential of 300 V. Decreasing the magnetic field strength
appears to reduce the magnitude of radial ion velocities and pushes the peak electric field
downstream into the plume. Increasing the background pressure is shown to reduce the
plume divergence, move the peak electric field upstream towards the thruster exit plane,
and result in a higher centerline axial ion velocity in the far-field of the plume.

Introduction
This study characterizes xenon ion velocities both
inside the acceleration channel and in the plume of
a low power cylindrical Hall thruster (CHT) using
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). LIF measurements
are also used to assess the effect of varying magnetic
field strength and background chamber pressure on
the evolution of the ion velocity profiles and ion acceleration.
The electrostatic thruster used in this study is
the Princeton University CHT-30. The CHT is of intrest due to its lack of a protruding central magnetic
pole. Previous efforts examining low power annular
Hall effect thrusters have shown that erosion of the
insulator protecting the central magnetic pole limits
thruster lifetime significantly, even more so than erosion of the outer insulator. This effect is amplified

as the power and size of the Hall thruster is scaled
down. By reducing the length of the central magnetic pole and creating a region of the channel with a
low surface-to-volume area (a cylindrical region), the
CHT as developed by Princeton University reduces
the impact of insulator erosion significantly.
The CHT-30 has a cylindrical accleration channel
with a diameter of 30 mm and depth of 13 mm. This
is similar to most modern Hall thrusters, which have
acceleration channels with a maximum depth of 1020 mm. With this geometry, it is possible to align
collection optics to the probe beam such that limited
internal optical access is possible without modification. In this work, the collection lens is placed 60◦
off the plume axis.1 With the CHT’s plume divergence half angle of approximately 60◦ to 80◦ ,2 this
places the collection optics away from much of the
plume ion flux. In this way, it is possible to probe in-
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ternal ion acceleration of the CHT-30 with minimal
intrusion into the plume.
Three thruster operating conditions are examined
in this study. These include an nominal condition for
which there is unpublished performance data, an offnominal condition with reduced magnetic field strength,
and the off-nominal case at a high background pressure. The goals of these measurements are to characterize the ion velocity for a known case, examine a low
plasma oscillation case where the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the diagnostic is maximized, and then look
at the behavior of the propellant acceleration under
high background pressure to examine the thruster’s
sensitivity to chamber effects.

Experimental Apparatus
Xenon Ion Spectroscopy
For the results reported here, the 5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2
electronic transition of Xe II at 834.7 nm is probed.
The isotopic and nuclear-spin effects contributing to
the hyperfine structure of the 5d[4]7/2 −6p[3]5/2 xenon
ion transition produce a total of 19 isotopic and spin
split components. The hyperfine splitting constants
which characterize the variations in state energies are
only known for a limited set of energy levels. Unfortunately, this xenon ion transition only has confirmed
data on the nuclear spin splitting constants of the
6p[3]5/2 upper state.3–6
Manzella first used the 5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2 xenon
ion transition at 834.7 nm to make velocity measurements in a Hall thruster plume.7 A convenient feature of this transition is the presence of a relatively
strong line originating from the same upper state
(6s[2]3/2 − 6p[3]5/2 transition at 541.9 nm,8 which
allows for non-resonant fluorescence collection). Ion
velocity is simply determined by measurement of the
Doppler shift of the absorbing ions.9

Test Facility
The LIF measurements were performed in Chamber
6 of the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Electric Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards AFB, CA.
Chamber 6 is a non-magnetic stainless steel chamber with a 1.8 m diameter and 3 m length. It has
a measured pumping speed of 32,000 L/s on xenon.
Pumping is provided by four single stage cryogenic
panels (single stage cold heads at 25 K) and one
50 cm two stage cryogenic pump (12 K). Chamber
pressure during thruster operation is approximately
2.8 × 10−6 torr, corrected for xenon.
Figure 1 shows a top view of the laser optical

Figure 1. Top view diagram of the laser optical train
and collection optics. Note that the radial probe beam
periscope and focusing optics are not shown.

train, collection optics, and one leg of the external
probe optics. The laser is a tunable diode laser, capable of tuning approximately ±50 GHz about a center
wavelength of 834.7 nm. The 10 mW beam is passed
through a Faraday isolator to eliminate feedback to
the laser. The laser beam then passes through several
beam pick-offs followed by a 50-50 cube beam splitter where it is split into two beams of equal power.
The first beam, the axial probe beam shown in Figures 1 and 2 is focused by a lens and enters the vacuum chamber through a window. A second probe
beam, shown in Figure 2 only, is directed from the
optical bench via a periscope apparatus so that it enters the chamber from above the thruster and probes
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slit of the 125 mm focal length monochrometer with
a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Due to the 1:1 magnification of the collection optics, the spatial resolution
of the measurements is determined by the geometry
of the entrance slit 0.7 mm width and 1.5 mm height
as well as the sub-mm diameter of the probe beam.
This apparatus allows for limited probing of the interior acceleration channel of Hall thrusters with relatively shallow acceleration channels. Measurements
suggest that this combination of apparatus and laser
power are well within the linear fluorescence regime.
Figure 3 shows a typical LIF trace. The uncertainty of the velocity measurements is estimated to
be within ±500 m/s. The repeatability of the peak
locations appear to be a fraction of the quoted uncertainty. However, the fluorescence line shapes are often significantly broadened, presumably due to wide
Figure 2. Side view diagram of thruster within AFRL velocity distributions caused by plasma fluctuations.
chamber 6. Also shown are the translation stages and
the laser probe beams. Note that the fluorescence The quoted uncertainty should therefore be viewed
as the uncertainty in the determination of the peak
collection and external optics are not shown.
of the fluorescence line shape. In most cases, this will
correspond to the velocity of the majority of the ion
the velocity perpendicular to the first probe beam. population.
Each probe beam is chopped at a unique frequency
by choppers Ch2 (2kHz) and Ch3 (2.8 kHz) for phase
sensitive detection of the fluorescence signals.
The two wedge beam pick-offs (BS) shown in Figure 1 provide portions of the beam for diagnostic purposes. The first beam pick-off directs a beam to a
photodiode detector (D1) used to provide constant
power feedback to the laser. The second beam is
divided into two equal components by a 50-50 cube
beam splitter. The first component is directed to
a commercial wavelength meter used to monitor absolute wavelength. The second component is sent
through an optical chopper (Ch1 at 1.4 kHz) and
through a low pressure xenon hollow cathode discharge lamp. The lamp provides a stationary absorp- Figure 3. Sample LIF/Absorption trace taken at Y =
tion reference for the determination of the Doppler +2 mm, Z = +10 mm. Note that the absorption trace
has been rectified for clarity.
shift. Unfortunately, there is no detectable population of the ionic xenon 5d[4]7/2 state. However,
there is a nearby (estimated to be 18.1 GHz distant) neutral xenon 6s0 [1/2]1 − 6p0 [3/2]2 transition Cylindrical Hall Thruster
at 834.68 nm.10, 11 The second pick-off sends a beam The thruster used in this study is the CHT-30 cylinto a 300 MHz free spectral range Fabry-Perot etalon drical Hall thruster developed by Princeton Univer(F-P) that provides high resolution frequency moni- sity. The CHT-30 has a 30 mm diameter channel
toring of the wavelength interval swept during a laser that is composed of a short annular region near the
scan.
anode followed by a 13 mm long cylindrical region
The fluorescence collection optics are also shown as shown in Figure 4. CHTs have been of particin Figure 1. The fluorescence is collected by a 75 mm ular interest in the electric propulsion community
diameter, 300 mm focal length lens within the cham- in recent years due to their low power operation.
ber and oriented 60◦ from the probe beam axis. The The low surface-to-volume ratio of their acceleration
collimated fluorescence signal is directed through a channel and cusped magnetic field configuration rewindow in the chamber side wall to a similar lens that sult in low erosion rates of their ceramic wall mafocuses the collected fluorescence onto the entrance terials, which is especially desireable when scaling
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down in power. CHTs have also demonstrated perfor- case was also run at a higher chamber pressure of
mance levels similar to state-of-the-art annular Hall 1.1 × 10−5 torr as a third operating condition.
thrusters.12
Table 1. Nominal CHT-30 operating conditions.

Anode Flow
Cathode Flow
Anode Potential
Anode Current
Keeper Current
Heater Current
Magnet 1 Current
Magnet 2 Current

390 µg/s
98 µg/s
300 V
0.53 A
OFF
5.0 A
3.00 A
2.00 A

Table 2. Off-Nominal CHT-30 operating conditions.

Anode Flow
Cathode Flow
Anode Potential
Anode Current
Keeper Current
Heater Current
Magnet 1 Current
Magnet 2 Current

Figure 4. CHT Magnetic field distribution for cusped
field configuration.13

Although the CHT and several other magnetic
cusp electrostatic thrusters have elements that superficially resemble Hall effect thrusters, this thruster
type has several features that make it considerably
different.14 First, the high magnetic field strengths
within cusp thrusters suggest that the ions may be
magnetized. Ion magnetization is understood not to
exist in annular Hall thrusters. Furthermore, the geometry and magnetic field structure of cusp thrusters
are notably different, with the cusped magnetic field
shape seeing no analog in traditional Hall thrusters.
In this early stage of research, these differences appear to indicate that the electron transport mechanism within cusp thrusters also differs significantly.
The azimuthal E × B drift seen in conventional Hall
thrusters is either lacking or occurs very near the anode of the cusp thruster. This suggests that the E×B
shear that appears critical in annular Hall thruster
electron transport does not exist, or assumes a very
different form in cusp thrusters. Overall, it appears
disingenuous to closely link cusped field thrusters to
Hall effect thrusters.

Operating Conditions
The operating conditions considered in this study
were a nominal operating condition provided in Table 1, as well as an off-nominal condition provided
in Table 2. The off-nominal operating condition was
chosen due to the quiescent operating mode of the
thruster and the improved fluorescence signal quality. These conditions were run with a chamber background pressure of 2.8 × 10−6 torr. The off-nominal

390 µg/s
150 µg/s
300 V
0.61 A
0.30 A
5.0 A
2.00 A
2.00 A

Figure 5 depicts the Cartesian coordinate system
used in this experiment. Figures 6 and 7 depict side
and top views, respectively, of the thruster channel
and plume including the positions of the LIF data
points taken. The thruster is mounted on a three
axes orthogonal computer controlled translation system which allows for precise movements in the X-,
Y- and Z-axes. Measurements at various Y-positions
provided radial and axial data. In the plume, LIF
data was taken with a 2 mm resolution in the Ydirection from Y = −16 to +16 mm at axial positions from Z = 0 to Z = +60 mm. Additional points
were taken at Z = +60 mm to examine the far-field
divergence.
Measurements at various X-positions provided azimuthal and axial data. In the X-direction, plume
measurements were taken with a resolution of 4 mm
at axial positions from Z = 0 to +40 mm. Additionally, axial velocities were measured inside the thruster
channel with 2 mm resolution in both the X- and
Z-directions. The depth at which these data points
could be collected was limited by the angle inside the
thruster visible to the collection optics (60◦ from the
leading edge of the channel).
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and axial velocities are examined for a nominal operating condition, a condition with reduced magnetic
field strength, and the reduced magnetic field case at
a higher background pressure. For these conditions,
comparisons are made for the centerline velocity and
electric field profiles in an effort to see the effects of
magnetic field strength and background pressure on
the location of peak ion acceleration and maximum
achievable ion velocity.
Nominal Operating Condition
Interior Measurements

Figure 5. Coordinate system used for data points.

Figure 6. Location of data points for axial and radial
LIF measurements.

Due to the constraints of thruster geometry, only
axial velocity measurements could be taken without
modifying the thruster. These measurements were
taken in the X-Z plane only.
Figure 8 is a contour plot of the axial velocities
inside the thruster channel under nominal conditions.
The ions move more slowly near the channel wall and
are accelerated to higher velocities near the centerline of the channel. This could be representative of
a convergent ion flux, which is meant to keep energetic ions from hitting the channel walls. The result
is a parabolic axial velocity distribution throughout
the channel that flattens out to be nearly constant
at the exit plane. Within the thruster channel, the
minimum measured ion velocity is 850 m/s (0.5 eV)
at the channel wall and a depth of −12 mm in the
Z-direction. At the exit plane, the maximum ion velocity measured is 6,100 m/s (25 eV) located at the
centerline of the channel.
Figure 4 illustrates the cusped magnetic field profile inside a CHT. The magnetic field lines are believed to form equipotential surfaces, creating an electric field that has a significant axial component.12
Studies performed by Smirnov, et al.,15 indicate that
this electric field profile causes a convergent ion flux,
mentioned previously, that focuses the ions towards
the centerline of the thruster, keeping them away
from the channel walls.16 This field profile explains
the high ion acceleration measured along the centerline of the channel.
Plume Measurements

Figure 9 shows a velocity vector field of singly charged
xenon ions in the plume of the CHT-30 under nominal operating conditions. The plume diverges sharply
Figure 7. Location of data points for axial and azstarting at edge of the channel. Due to the lack of
imuthal LIF measurements.
center pole piece in the cylindrical design, the plume
lacks the prominent mixed flow regime seen in annular Hall thrusters where the ions from opposite sides
Results and Discussion
of the thruster converge.17
Three operating conditions are considered in this
This can be explained by the evolution of the magstudy of the velocity profiles of the CHT-30. Radial netic field profile as it gets farther outside the chan5 of 12
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nel. The resulting equipotential surfaces provide an
electric field profile with a significant outward pointing radial component. From the exit plane outwards
into the plume, all radial velocity components are
therefore pointing away from the centerline. This
plays a large role in the divergence of the plume, and
possibly weakens or eliminates the centerline ion flux
seen inside the channel, resulting in a reduced mixing
zone compared to annular Hall thrusters.
Figure 10 focuses on the radial and axial velocity
profiles at the exit plane. The axial velocity is slightly
parabolic, with a centerline velocity of 6,100 m/s (25
eV) and an average velocity of 5,300 m/s (19 eV) near
the edge of the channel. The ions show most of their
acceleration in the radial direction near the edge of
the channel at Y = ±10 mm, reaching a maximum
radial velocity of 6,500 m/s (29 eV).
The high radial ion velocity at the exit plane is indicative of the large plume divergence half angle that
is typical of cylindrical Hall thrusters. Unlike traditional annular Hall thrusters where the axial component of velocity is much higher than the radial component,17 at the exit plane, the axial and radial com-

Figure 10.
exit plane.

Axial and radial velocity profiles at the

Figure 11. Velocity field at Z = +5 mm.

Figure 8. Contour plot of axial velocity (in m/s) inside
thruster channel for nominal conditions. Note: the
centerline of the thruster is located at the top of the
graph at X = 0.

Figure 12. Velocity field at Z = +10 mm.

.

Figure 13. Velocity field at Z = +20 mm.
Figure 9. Velocity vector field for nominal condition.
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Figure 14. Velocity field at Z = +40 mm.

Figure 15. Centerline ion velocity profile for nominal
operation.

ponents of velocity are nearly the of the same magnitude. Previous studies have shown the half angle of
the plume to be as large as 60◦ to 80◦ , compared to
traditional annular Hall thrusters which have plume
divergence half angles of approximately 45◦ to 50◦ .2
This increased divergence angle could be due to the
radial component of the electric field in this region being stronger than that of a traditional annular Hall
thruster.12 It has been suggested that increasing the
electron emission from the cathode would reduce the
divergence half angle of the plume.18 This condition
was not examined in this study and is left for future
LIF experiments.
Figures 11 through 14 depict the evolution of the
velocity profiles throughout the plume. Within the
uncertainty of the measurements, the axial velocity
becomes nearly uniform at distances farther into the
plume. The axial velocity increases from 6,100 m/s
(25 eV) at the exit plane to 17,700 m/s (213 eV)
at Z = +40 mm, implying that much of the velocity
gained by the ions occurs outside of the thruster channel. This is confirmed by Figure 15 which depicts the
centerline ion velocity from inside the thruster channel to a distance of 40 mm into the plume.
As the influence of the magnetic field decreases,
the radial velocity distributions become more linear.
This is confirmed by Figure 16 which shows the radial
electric field profiles flattening out and approaching
zero at axial distances greater than Z = +10 mm.
This is partially a factor of the limited distance from
the centerline in which measurements were taken.
But it also implies that ions may be magnitized when
leaving the thruster channel (causing the large plume
divergence half angle), but in the plume, the reduced
magnetic field strength allows the ions to continue
on relatively straight trajectories once away from the
exit plane. Simulations would be necessary to confirm this hypothesis.

Figure 16. Radial electric field profile for nominal operation.

Off-Nominal Operating Condition
The off-nominal operating condition considered had
a lower supplied magnet current. This condition was
adventageous because it provided an improved fluorescence signal, and it also gave insight into the influence of the magnetic field strength on the ion velocity
profiles.
Interior Measurements
Figure 17 is a contour plot of the axial velocities
inside the thruster channel under off-nominal conditions. As was seen in the nominal case, a convergent
ion flux forms in the center of the acceleration channel. Also, a parabolic velocity distribution is evident
inside the channel, followed by a relatively constant
axial velocity across the exit plane.
Qualitatively, both the nominal and off-nominal
cases show the similar ion velocity behavior at the
low chamber operating pressure. Figure 18 depicts
the difference in ion velocity inside the thruster chamber between the nominal and off-nominal conditions.
For the majority of the channel, the nominal and offnominal velocities are within ±200 m/s. There are
some interesting features closer to the channel wall
where ions under the nominal condition appear to
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Figure 17. Contour plot of axial velocity (in m/s) inside thruster channel for off-nominal conditions. Note:
the centerline of the thruster is located at the top of
the graph at X = 0.

Figure 19. Axial and radial velocity profiles at exit
plane for the off-nominal operating condition.

Figure 20. Axial and radial velocity profiles at at Z =
+20 mm for the off-nominal operating condition.

Figure 18. Contour plot of the difference in axial velocity (in m/s) inside thruster channel between nominal and off-nominal conditions. Note: the centerline
of the thruster is located at the top of the graph at
X = 0.

be moving slightly faster at positions closer to the
anode (Z = −8 to −12 mm), with a difference of
600 to 800 m/s (0.25 to 0.45 eV). At a position of
Z = −6 mm, however, the ions under the off-nominal
condition are moving 600 m/s (0.57 eV) faster. This
implies that changing the magnetic field strengths
also changes the topology of the magnetic field profile
inside the thruster.
Overall, the off-nominal condition with lower magnetic field achieves a slightly higher axial velocity
at the exit plane than the nominal case (6,100 m/s
(25 eV) nominal vs. 6,600 m/s (30 eV) off-nominal).
However, within the uncertainty of the measurements,
the peak measured radial velocities are the same for
both operating conditions, approximately 6,500 m/s
(29 eV) at the edge of the channel.

Plume Measurements
Figures 19 through 21 show the axial and radial velocity profiles in the plume of the CHT-30 under offnominal operating conditions. As was seen in the
nominal condition, the axial velocity field remains
fairly constant across the thruster cross section. The
radial velocity field, however, becomes more linear at
greater distances into the plume. This is due to the
reduced influence of the radial component of electric
field farther from the exit plane.
At an axial position of Z = +20 mm, Figure 22
shows that the off-nominal condition has a higher
centerline axial velocity than the nominal condition
(15,600 m/s (166 eV) vs. 14,100 m/s (135 eV)).
At this distance, however, the off-nominal condition
with the lower magnetic field shows noticeably lower
radial velocities at positions farther from the centerline (6,000 m/s (25 ev) vs 7,500 m/s (38 eV) at
Y = +16 mm). It appears, therefore, that more of
the applied potential is used to accelerate ions in the
axial rather than radial direction for the off-nominal
case.
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Figure 21. Axial and radial velocity profiles at Z =
+40 mm for the off-nominal operating condition.

Figure 23. Comparison of off-nominal velocity fields
at Z = +5 mm. Low P refers to the nominal 6x10−7
torr background pressure, whereas High P refers to
3x10−5 torr background pressure.

Figure 22. Comparison of nominal and off-nominal
velocity profiles at Z = +20 mm.
Figure 24. Velocity field at Z = +60 mm for nominal
operating condition.

Off-Nominal Condition at High Pressure
A second off-nominal condition was considered in order to examine the effect of increased chamber background pressure on the operation of the thruster. The
background pressure was increased from 2.8×10−6 to
1.1 × 10−5 torr. This condition was chosen because
the combination of reduced magnetic field strength
and high background pressure increased the fluorescence signal strength, enabling measurements to be
taken in the far-field of the plume. Measurements inside the thruster channel were not, however, taken at
this operating condition.
Plume Measurements
Figure 23 shows the effect of increasing the chamber background pressure on the off-nominal operating
condition. The higher background chamber pressure
increases the axial velocity near the centerline of the
thruster causing a more parabolic distribution across
the channel, but causes little to no change in the
radial velocity distribution. The resulting plume is
more focussed, appearing to have a decreased plume
divergence half angle and a peak acceleration region
that is upstream (closer to the exit plane) compared
to the low pressure cases. At Z = +5 mm, the cen-

terline axial velocity is 13,200 m/s (118 eV) for the
off-nominal condition at high pressure vs 8,200 m/s
(46 eV) for off-nominal at low pressure.
Far-field Plume Measurements
Velocity measurements were also taken in the far-field
of the plume, two channel radii from the exit plane at
Z = +60 mm. At this position, the axial LIF signal
was very weak, making it difficult to capture a distinct peak in the fluorescence signal. This was not,
however, a problem in the radial direction where the
signal strength was relatively strong. The radial velocity profile for the nominal operating condition at
Z = +60 mm is shown in Figure 24. By reducing the
magnet current and increasing the background pressure, fluctuations in the thruster operation decreased.
This made the signal less noisy in the far-field of the
plume. The increased SNR made it possible to infer
axial velocities from the data at Z = +60 mm.
Examining Figure 25, it is possible to see that the
CHT-30 achieves a peak axial velocity of 17,400 m/s
(197 eV) for the off-nominal, high pressure condition. This shows that the maximum velocity at high
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Figure 25. Off-nominal velocity field at Z = +60 mm
with high background pressure.

Figure 26. Ion kinetic energy profile at centerline of
thruster (X = 0, Y = 0).

pressure is slightly lower than the nominal condition,
which reached 17,700 m/s (213 eV) by Z = +40 mm.
It also shows that a good portion of the applied 300 V
potential has been used to accelerate the xenon ions,
and the acceleration continues into the far-field of the
plume.

Comparison of Ion Acceleration Regions
Figure 26 shows the ion kinetic energy distribution at
the centerline of the thruster channel for the nominal
and two off-nominal conditions. A smoothing spline
was used to interpolate the kinetic energy data, which
was then differentiated to determine the axial electric
field in the thruster channel and plume, as shown in
Figure 27. The electric field profile is used to determine regions of acceleration in the thruster channel
and plume.
Previous studies on the CHT showed that the majority of the xenon propellant is ionized at the border
of the annular and cylindrical region. The ion acceleration then occurs in the cylindrical region of the
channel, along which the greatest potential drop occurs.15 However, comparing the centerline velocities
achieved inside the channel to those achieved outside
shows that a large portion of the axial acceleration
occurs in the thruster plume where the axial velocity reaches upwards of 17,000 m/s. This is confirmed
by Figure 27, where the electric field acting on the
ions is strongest in the plume between Z = +10 and
+20 mm for the low chamber pressure cases.
Additionally, this shows good agreement with previous investigations of background effects on ion acceleration.19 It was shown that in an annular Hall
thruster, an increase in background pressure pushes
the ion acceleration region upstream.19 This is clearly
visible in Figure 27, where for the high pressure case,
the electric field is very high near the channel exit
plane.

Figure 27.
Electric field profile at centerline of
thruster (X = 0, Y = 0).

Azimuthal Velocities
Measurements were also taken of the azimuthal drift
velocity. This was accomplished by measuring the
fluorescence signal excited by the vertical laser beam
as it scanned across the X-Z plane.
Within the uncertainty of the measurement (±500
m/s), it was shown that there is little to no azimuthal
velocity. In the plume at a distance of Z = +10 mm,
the azimuthal velocity measures zero to 225 m/s from
the centerline of the thruster to the edge of the channel. However, beyond this point, there appears to be
no distinct azimuthal velocity. It is likely that any
azimuthal E × B drift in the thruster would be seen
near the anode in the annular, ionization portion of
the channel which contains a radial magnetic field,
and it diminishes farther into the plume.
This is not surprising due to the magnetic field
configuration of the CHT-30. Unlike a traditional
Hall thruster, there is no center magnetic pole in the
acceleration portion of the thruster channel to create
a radial magnetic field. Instead, the magnetic field
is produced by two electromagnets along the outer
wall of the insulator, alternating in polarity to create a cusped magnetic field which has been shown to
be mostly in the axial direction. This eliminates azimuthal Hall drift velocity caused by the E×B force
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on the ions seen in the acceleration channel.
The azimuthal E×B drift strongly influences electron transport in conventional Hall effect thrusters.
The lack of drift velocity and significantly different
magnetic field topology implies that the electron transport mechanism in cusped field thrusters is very different from that of traditional Hall thrusters. Simulations and further measurements are needed to better
understand this transport phenomena.

The authors would like to thank D. L. O’Malley
for his assistance in taking data, S. R. Gildea for his
discussions about cusped field thrusters, and also Dr.
C. W. Larson for sharing his knowledge of cylindrical
Hall thrusters.

Conclusions

References

Laser induced fluorescence was used to map the
ion velocities of the CHT-30 both inside the thruster
channel and in the plume. A nominal operating condition was examined and compared to an off-nominal
case with a weaker magnetic field at two chamber
operating pressures. Results show that inside the
thruster channel, the magnetic field profile prevents
high energy ions from residing near the channel wall.
Instead, these ions are focused toward then thruster
centerline.
Once outside the thruster channel, the plume flow
is highly divergent. The divergent profile is slightly
mitigated by reducing the magnetic field strength and
more so by increasing the chamber background pressure. Both cases resulted in a higher axial ion velocity
than the nominal operating condition.
Under nominal operating conditions, the centerline axial velocity at the exit plane is 6,100 m/s (25 eV).
The CHT-30 achieves an axial velocity of 17,700 m/s
(213 eV) by +40 mm into the plume. This corresponds to a gain of approximately 188 eV in the
plume, showing that there is a significant amount of
acceleration outside of the chamber, more so than
typical annular Hall thrusters.
The CHT-30 also differs from conventional Hall
thrusters in that it has no azimuthal E × B drift velocity in the plume. This implies that electron transport in cusped field thrusters is different from that
seen in conventional Hall effect thrusters.
There is still much to be learned about cylindrical
Hall thrusters. While the scope of this paper was limited to surveying the most probable velocities at various points in the thruster discharge, further examination of the LIF data will enable the derivation of
velocity distribution functions at these positions. Future studies on the CHT-30 also includes performing
LIF measurements while running the cathode with
enhanced electron emission in order to see the effect of
reduced plume divergence on ion energy distributions
and acceleration.2 Finally, further modeling and experimental work are needed to understand electron
transport mechanisms in cusped field thrusters.
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Introduction
Motivation
•

Understand the Princeton
University Cylindrical Hall
Thruster (CHT-30)

Study Objectives
•

Evaluate the effects of
background pressure and
magnetic field strength on ion
acceleration.

Methodology
•
•
•

Characterize the internal ion
velocity distribution using LIF
Make measurements for two
background pressures and two
magnetic field configurations
Estimate axial electric field in
acceleration region based ion
velocity measurements.
Distribution A: Distribution Unlimited

Testing Facilities and Cylindrical
Hall Thruster

• AFRL Chamber 6, Edwards AFB

• Princeton University CHT-30

• Cryogenic pumping
– 5 independent pumps
– 32,000 L/s
• Stainless Steel chamber walls
– 1.8 m diameter, 3.0 m length
– Carbon beam dump

• Cylindrical cusp-type electrostatic
thruster

– Two electromagnets used to
create cusped magnetic field
profile

– 30 mm diameter channel
– 13 mm depth cylindrical portion
of channel
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Experimental Apparatus
•

Diode laser system with phase sensitive
detection

–
–

•

Stationary Reference

–
–
–

•

New Focus Vortex ® tunable diode laser (10 mW)
Simultaneous two axis velocity measurement
Hollow cathode lamp
Non-resonant fluorescence collection using
6s[2]3/2- 6p[3]5/2 neutral transition
Shifted 17.7 GHz from ionic line center

Collection Optics

–
–

Resolution: Axial 1.0 mm, Radial 1.7 mm
Phase sensitive detection

Xe+

6p[3]5/2

834.72 nm

541.92 nm

5d[4]7/2

6s[2]3/2
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Data Points
• Internal Measurements
–

2 mm increments in the X-Z plane

• Plume Measurements
–
–
–

2 mm increments in the ±Y-direction
4 mm increments in the ±X-direction
Axial positions of Z = 0, +5, +10,
+20, +40 and +60 mm
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Operating Conditions
• Nominal case was chosen for comparison to unpublished
performance data

• Off-nominal case was chosen to see the effect of differing
magnetic field strengths

–

Both the nominal and off-nominal cases were run at 2.8 × 10-6 torr

• The off nominal case was also run at 1.1 × 10-5 torr to see the
effect of background chamber pressure
Nominal Operating Condition
Parameter
Measurement
Anode flow:
390 μg
Cathode flow:
98 μg
Anode potential:
300 V
Anode current:
0.53 A
Heater current:
5.00 A
Keeper current:
OFF
Magnet #1 current:
3.00 A
Magnet #2 current:
2.00 A

Off-Nominal Operating Condition
Parameter
Measurement
Anode flow:
390 μg
Cathode flow:
150 μg
Anode potential:
300 V
Anode current:
0.61 A
Heater current:
5.00 A
Keeper current:
0.30 A
Magnet #1 current:
2.00 A
Magnet #2 current:
2.00 A
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Interior Measurements
• Magnetic field profile keeps
ions away from walls

–
–
–

Electric field is perpendicular
to the magnetic field lines
Convergent ion flux
Reduced erosion

• Velocity fields
–
–

Parabolic through
acceleration channel
Nearly constant across exit
plane

Nominal Condition

• Lower magnetic field case
achieves slightly higher axial
velocity at exit plane

–

6,100 m/s (25 eV) nominal vs.
6,600 m/s (30 eV) off-nominal
Off-Nominal Condition
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Plume Measurements (Nominal)
• Exit plane velocities:
–

Max axial velocity at centerline
of channel = 6,100 m/s (25 eV)
Max radial velocity at edge of
channel = 6,500 m/s (29 eV)

6000
4000
Velocity [m/s]

–

8000

2000
0
-2000
Z=0
Axial
Radial

-4000

• High radial ion velocity at the

-6000

exit plane  large plume
divergence half angle

-8000
-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

20

Y-Position [mm]

Nominal Velocities at Exit Plane
15

• Axial velocity 17,700 m/s
outside the thruster chamber

Velocity [m/s]

(213 eV) at Z = +40 mm
– Ions gain significant velocity

10
5
0
-5

Z = +5
Axial
Radial

-10
-15x10

3

-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Y-Position [mm]

Nominal Velocities at Z = +5 mm
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20

Plume Measurements (Nominal)
• Axial profile flattens out

20x10

farther into plume

3

15
Velocity [m/s]

• Strong radial electric field
near channel walls at exit
plane
– Ions may be magnetized
– Influence of magnetic field is

10
5
0
-5

-15
-20

weaker farther into the plume

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

20

Y-Position [mm]

Nominal Velocities at Z = +20 mm

25x10

15

3

20

10

Velocity [m/s]

Radial Electric Field [V/m]

Z = +20
Axial
Radial

-10

5
0
Z=0
Z=+5
Z=+10
Z=+20
Z=+40

-5
-10
-15
-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

15
10
5
0
Z = +40
Axial
Radial

-5
20

-10
-20

Y-Position [mm]

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Y-Position [mm]

Radial Electric Fields for Z = 0 to +40 mm
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Nominal Velocities at Z = +40 mm

20

Far-field Plume Measurements
• Measurements made at

8000

Z = +60 mm

7000

• Weak axial LIF signal for
nominal conditions
– Lowering magnetic field and

Velocity [m/s]

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000

raising background pressure
enabled axial velocity
measurement

Z = +60
Radial

0
-1000
-5

0

20x10

• Maximum axial velocity for

• Acceleration continues into
the far-field of the plume

15

20

25

30

35

Nominal Condition

both cases

300 V potential has been used to
accelerate the xenon ions

10

Y-Position [mm]

• Radial signal is strong for
3

15
Velocity [m/s]

off-nominal, high pressure
case is 17,400 m/s (197 eV)
– A good portion of the applied

5

10
5
0
Z = +60
Axial
Radial

-5
-10
-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

Y-Position [mm]

Off-Nominal, High Pressure Condition
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Plume Measurements
(Off-Nominal)
Magnetic Field Effects
Higher centerline velocity than
nominal condition

•

Lower radial velocities than
nominal condition

10
Velocity [m/s]

•

20

-20x10

-20

-15

8,200 m/s (46 eV) at Z = +5 mm

Radial velocity distribution shows
no change

Appearing to have a decreased
plume divergence half angle

0

5

10

15

20

20

Off-nominal at high pressure:
Off-nominal at low pressure:

-5

Y-Position [mm]

10
Velocity [m/s]

–

-10

Magnetic Field Effects

Parabolic axial velocity profile
13,200 m/s (118 eV) at Z = +5 mm

•

3

Increased axial acceleration near
centerline of channel

–
–

•

Z = +20
Axial (Nom)
Radial (Nom)
Axial (Off-Nom)
Radial (Off-Nom)

-10

Background Pressure Effects

•

0

0
Z = +5
Axial (Low P)
Radial (Low P)
Axial (High P)
Radial (High P)

-10

-20x10

3

-20
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-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Y-Position [mm]

Background Pressure Effects

20

Comparison of Ion Acceleration
Regions
• The majority of ion

250

–

Ion velocities under nominal
conditions:

200
Kinetic Energy [eV]

acceleration occurs in the
plume

150
100
50
Nominal
Off-Nominal
Off-Nominal (Hi P)

0

At exit plane = 6,100 m/s (25 eV)

-50
-10

At Z = +40 mm = 17,700 m/s (213 eV)

0

10

20

30

40

Z-Position [mm]

Centerline Kinetic Energy Distributions

• Peak electric fields:
Low chamber pressure
cases:

Between Z = +10 and +20 mm

–

High chamber pressure case:

Pushed upstream towards exit plane

Nominal
Off-Nominal
Off-Nominal (Hi P)

20
Electric Field [V/m]

–

25

15
10
5
0
-5
-10

0

10

20

30

40

Z-Position [mm]

Centerline Electric Field Distributions
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Conclusions
• Plume is highly divergent outside the thruster channel
– Less divergent with reduced magnetic field strength
– Less divergent with increased background pressure

• Significant acceleration is seen outside thruster
channel
– 6,100 m/s axial velocity at exit plane (nominal)
– 17,700 m/s axial velocity at Z = +40 mm (nominal)
– Gain of 188 eV in plume (more than a traditional annular Hall
thruster)
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Future Work
• Use LIF data to derive velocity distribution functions
• Better understand electron transport in cusp-type
thrusters

• Take LIF measurements of CHT-30 while running
cathode with enhanced electron emission
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Backup Slides
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Xenon Laser-Induced Fluorescence:
Neutral and Ionic Velocities
Neutral Xe (Xe I)

•

Ionic Xe (Xe II)
•

Xenon neutral 6s’[1/2]01 - 6p’[3/2]2
transition

–
–
–
–

Accessible (diode & Ti:Sapphire)

Xenon ion 5d[4]7/2 - 6p[3]5/2 transition

–
–

Accessible (diode & Ti:Sapphire)

–
–

Non-resonant fluorescence collection

Previous use unknown…
Non-resonant fluorescence collection
Hyperfine spin splitting data unknown

Used previously for velocity
measurements by various groups

Some hyperfine spin splitting data
known

A single laser system with ±50 GHz tuning range
can be used to probe both ions and neutrals

Xe

6p’[3/2]2

~18.1 GHz
Separation

834.68 nm
473.42 nm

6s’[1/2]01

Xe+

6p[3]5/2

834.72 nm
541.92 nm

5d[4]7/2
6s[3/2]01
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6s[2]3/2

